September 10 & 11

On my CHURCH
John Fuller, Senior Pastor
Introduction
No more coin ﬂips. It seems silly to leave important things to chance, yet we are all guilty. Indecision is a decision to let
chance be your fate. No more will we let chance determine crucial decisions in our lives. This week we conclude our series
ready to start the fall season with renewed vision and healthy rhythms. God has a unique engagement waiting for you when
you eliminate the coin ﬂip on the church.

Discussion
1.

Share with your group a point in life when you were inconsistent engaging in the church. What brought you to that point?
Are you at a place where you are trying to eliminate the “coin flip” on church? If so, how has engagement changed you or
improved your life?

2.

Earlier in this series, we explored intentional relationships. Being an active member of a church family is a special
relationship. Whenever we invest our time and energy in one area, we choose NOT to invest in another area. By leaving
our church engagement to chance, we are NOT committing to our growth as a Christ follower as well as not committing
to our family in Christ. Revisit the question: What are some areas of your life you could adjust, or choose not to invest in,
in order to invest in a relationship with your church and church family?

3.

Read Matthew 5:13-16. Why is regularly being part of a church community vital to being a Christian?

Think About It
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“Here is the church, here is the steeple, open up the doors and see all the people.” This ﬁnger rhyme commonly taught
to children speaks volumes. The church is its people. Perhaps one can praise God in any location, but a church is a unique
place to gather as one community, share and encourage one another as Christ followers.

Do Something
1.
2.

If you are not part of a discipleship relationship, now is the time to find one. Fall small groups are getting underway and
are a good place to start. Use the online form at to get connected.
Take ownership and create accountably by being part of a serving team. To learn about serving opportunities, call or
email your campus office or stop by the Connection Desk on the weekend.

For more information, email grouplife@prairielakeschurch.org.

